Formnext powered by tct is rising high

Five months ahead of the premiere, Formnext has already secured the participation of exhibitors from among the world’s leading manufacturers in additive technologies and international OEMs in tool-making, such as Audi and Lamy. From November 17 to 20, 2015, the international tool-making and additive technologies exhibition and conference taking place in Frankfurt/Main —Formnext powered by tct—will uncover new potential in the entire manufacturing process, from development to production.

confirmed their participation as exhibitors.

Formnext already has a very strong heartbeat,” says Johann Thoma, president of Mesago Messe Frankfurt, the organizer of Formnext.

According to Thoma, this very positive development is down to the innovative exhibition concept and the intensive exchange and communication with the industry. “We are receiving great support from our exhibitors at home and abroad and from several associations and institutions. The decision to establish in Frankfurt a new international platform for the product development up to the production process was absolutely right.”

Formnext will use the interaction of additive and conventional procedures to showcase the next generation of product development and manufacturing. Be inspired by the latest developments in additive technologies and highly specialized tool-making will show you their expertise at Formnext powered by tct. Discover how additive technologies can be intelligently combined with conventional procedures in product development and production, and how you can use innovative processes to reduce your time to market even further. New potential across the entire manufacturing process is waiting to be discovered by you. We are looking forward to seeing you!

Where ideas take shape.

Surrounded by the impressive architecture of exhibition hall 3, Formnext will showcase the latest developments in additive technologies in interaction with conventional procedures, focusing thereby on tool and form-making. Internationally renowned companies in the 3D printing sector have already registered as exhibitors, such as Alphacam, Arbuc, Arcam, Concept Laser, EOS, Eumimedion, Materialise, Prodways, Realizer, Renishaw, Ricoh, Sisma, SLA, and Stratasys.

Tool and form-making is also already a strong and prominent feature at Formnext 2015. In a special show, Audi Toolmaking will present its expertise as a global leader and provide an insight into the future of automobile manufacturing. Lamy, a producer of writing instruments, will show with its tool-making precisely what makes it the German market leader. Numerous other tool and form-making companies from Germany and other countries will also present their range of products and services.

In addition, renowned and innovative companies and organizations from the fields of research, materials, mechanical engineering, measuring technology, prototype construction, services, further processing, and accessories have

Innovations. Impulses. Inspiration.
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